A total of 15 000 masks were transferred to Gapado, Marado and Biyang Island, representing a three-month supply for the 490 residents. These remote islands do not have a pharmacy or post office, the official channel for mask supply in Korea, so drone-based delivery is an innovative solution during the Covid-19 crisis.

The drone flew 8.8 km (5.5 miles) from Jeju to reach drop-off points on Marado, and was also used to distribute masks in two consecutive trips to Gapado and Biyang Island. The event was executed in collaboration with Jeju Special Self-Governing Province, and TruWeather Solutions provided accurate maritime weather and wind data using its micro-model.

This was the first 'contactless' (i.e. Beyond Visual Line of Sight, BVLOS) flight conducted for Covid-19 relief in Korea, with a special waiver from the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (MOLIT). In the event, DMI\'s DS30 drone flew approximately 30 km (19 miles), but the range is effectively unlimited as flight control is LTE-based, i.e. the wireless broadband standard. The use of hydrogen fuel cell drones that can fly for up to 2 h opens up a new frontier for contactless delivery, giving a round-trip range of 40 km (25 miles).

The drone maintained stable performance on the autonomous flight despite heavy winds, demonstrating its robust hardware and software capabilities. In 10 m/s (22 mph) wind the DS30 maintained a ground speed of 5 m/s (11 mph), but this could more than double in better weather conditions. DMI\'s R&D team is further developing the model to improve wind resistance and speed, and the company is working with the Jeju government to expand a drone delivery service for medical supplies.

Last autumn, a DS30 drone delivered medications between two Caribbean islands, with an open ocean crossing of 69 km (43 miles) \[*FCB, December 2019, p5*\], and the company recently showcased the benefits of fuel cell drones in Africa, demonstrating the DS30 long-endurance drone and DP30 powerpack \[*April 2020, p6*\].

Another Doosan subsidiary, Doosan Fuel Cell, is partnering with Korean telecom giant KT to expand its phosphoric acid fuel cell power plant business and develop an artificial intelligence based power plant automatic control platform \[*see* *page 14*\].

Doosan Mobility Innovation: [www.doosanmobility.com](http://www.doosanmobility.com){#interrefs10}
